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Introduction
Production of crude oil is generally accompanied by several other

product phases, namely water, gas and solids. Pressure drops across
chokes, concomitant gas evolution (due to pressure drops) and turbulence
caused by various pipeline configurations can create difficult-to-resolve
emulsions. Natural crude oil surfactants and solids exacerbate the
problem further by migrating to the newly created oil-water interface
and stabilizing the unwanted emulsions. Once the fluids arrive at the
production facilities, a variety of vessels are employed to separate the oil,
gas and water. Depending on the wettability of the solids, they will exit
via one or both of the liquid phases. In a worse case scenario, the solids
will accumulate at the oil-water interface.

Production treatment facilities feature a combination of increased
residence time, gravity settling (to utilize the density differences of the
phases), heat, centrifugation, and/or chemical treatment {i.e. demulsifiers)
to help resolve the incoming emulsion. Producing and ultimately trans-
porting oil within certain water specifications is critical to prevent pipeline
corrosion damage. Additionally, shipping water down pipelines is not
economical. Understanding the primary factors that contribute to emul-
sion stabilization remains a challenging endeavor due to the complexity of
the mixtures. Solids, along with other constituents, are known to enhance
emulsion stability.1 With the aid of scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
and energy dispersive spectrometry (EDS), inorganic solids from various
unresolved water-in-oil emulsions were characterized. In one instance,
highly structured "salt scaffolds" were identified. These scaffolds appear
to outline once existent droplets. From our knowledge and search of the
literature, such structures have not been reported until now.
Characterization of Oilfield Emulsions

Compositionally, petroleum is one of the most complex organic
mixtures known, as demonstrated by recent ultrahigh-resolution mass
spectrometry studies.2 Classification of crude oil typically involves frac-
tionation into four broad polarity classes - saturates, aromatics, resins and
asphaltenes (SARA).3 Figure 1 illustrates these four organic fractions.

For most crude oils, the asphaltenes and resins constitute the natural
surfactants. However, these fractions do not have the head-to-tail (hy-
drophilic-hydrophobic) molecular framework that is often characteristic
of synthetic surfactants. Asphaltenes, which are defined by solubility
properties (i.e. material that is aromatic soluble and aliphatic insoluble),
constitute the highest molecular weight fraction and have garnered most
of the attention regarding crude oil characterization. Model emulsion
studies have clearly revealed the surface activity of this highest molecular
weight crude oil fraction. However, asphaltenes and their properties alone
have not been able to model and adequately describe emulsion stability
as observed in the field. Other compositional factors clearly play a role
in emulsion stabilization including, but not limited to, the often more
abundant resin fraction as well as naphthenic acids, waxes (problematic at
lower process temperatures), overall aromaticity of the dispersion media
(i.e. the saturate and aromatic fractions) and solids. Inherent physical
properties of an emulsion, which are clearly derived from the chemical
make-up and process conditions, are also used to probe emulsion stability.
Bulk viscosity of the external phase, as well as interfacial elasticity and
viscosity, are useful parameters in quantifying emulsion strength. Recent
work in our lab has shown that a variety of emulsion stability parameters

correlate strongly with inorganic solid content.4

To identify the inorganic solid constituents that reside at or near the
interface, unresolved emulsion from process facilities was isolated. Fol-
lowing the ASTM D4807-88 procedure,5 emulsions were diluted with hot
toluene, filtered through a 0.45 urn filter membrane and rinsed further
with hot toluene. Washing with toluene removed most of the residual
organic material that was associated with the solids. Solid samples were
then dried and their content determined gravimetrically.

A detailed characterization of the filtered solids was accomplished
via scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and energy dispersive spectros-
copy (EDS). Images of these solids were taken in backscatter electron
mode (BEI) to best highlight differences in elemental composition using

asphaltenes

Figure 1. Illustration of four main fractions isolated from an
asphaltenic crude oil.

atomic number contrast and to indicate distinct variations in morphology.
EDS analyses for composition are shown of selected solid components.
All analyses were run after coating the filtered solids with conductive
graphite and collected at a 20kV excitation voltage. Below are SEM and
EDS results from a few of these materials.

Figure 2. BEI (WOx) of solids isolated from a Gulf of Mexico
emulsion.
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Figure 2 shows a general view of collected
solids from a Gulf of Mexico emulsion. These
solids display both loose, single crystals on
the membrane surface and intimately joined
crystals within a spherical framework, i.e. as
salt scaffolds.

Figure 3a shows an enlarged view from a
second portion of the Gulf of Mexico emulsion.
In this instance, the large salt scaffold is intact
where both the size and form of the structure is
apparent, while the small salt scaffold to the left
has partially collapsed. Figure 3b shows that the
cubic shaped crystals are sodium chloride.

Figure 4a shows a general view of collected
solids from an Eastern Montana emulsion. Here
the emulsion solids appear to have formed in a
distinct time sequence. The thin rod-like crys-
tals appear to have solidified first and then later
encapsulated within the cubic crystals. Figure
4b shows that the cubic crystals (line profile)
are again sodium chloride, while the thin rods
(solid profile) are enriched with calcium, sulfur
and potassium. The sodium and chloride levels
detected in the thin rods may actually result, in
part or all, from the adjacent cubic crystals.

Figure 5a shows a general view of collected
solids from an Alberta emulsion. These solids
have formed a dendritic, mat-like structure of
non-distinct individual crystals. Some of these
dendrites appear to contain a generally uniform
appearance. Other dendrites have a varied ap-
pearance where the internal portion displays a
coarser and brighter (in BEI) structure. Figure
5b shows that the darker, outer dendrite (line
profile) contains a mixed composition having
sodium, silicon, chloride and low sulfur. The
brighter, inner dendrite (solid profile) contains
a nearly pure sodium chloride composition.
Conclusions

SEM/EDS analysis was used to characterize
inorganic solids from oilfield emulsions. This
analysis was able to provide key insights into the
behavior of these emulsions and to better under-
stand the relationship of these solids to emulsion
stability. The solid structures illustrated in these
examples reveal unique architectures that are
often undetected in many crude oil emulsion
analyses. •
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Figure 3a. BEI (l,500x) of solids isolated from a Gulf of Mexico emulsion.
Figure 3b. EDS spectrum of crystal solids within intact 'salt scaffold' shell, i.e. sodium chloride.
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Figure 4a. BEI (l,500x) of solids isolated from an eastern Montana emulsion.
Figure 4b. EDS spectrum of crystal solids, line spectrum of cubic crystals, i.e. sodium chloride;

solid spectrum of thin rods, i.e. calcium, sulfur and potassium enriched.
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Figure 5a. BEI (400x) of solids isolated from an Alberta emulsion produced by steam-assisted
gravity drainage.

Figure 5b. EDS spectrum of crystal solids, line spectrum of outer dendrite formation; solid
spectrum of inner (bright) dendrite formation.
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